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Project #2 Outline: Nucleocidin is a rare example of a natural
NH2
product that contains a fluorine atom. Only six fluorinated natural
N
N
products are known, including nucleocidin. Nucleocidin is unique
O
N
N
as a derivative of the common nucleoside adenosine, with fluorine
H 2N S O
O
O
incorporated at C4' of the ribose ring. Remarkably, the 5'-OH of
F
ribose is modified with a second rarely seen substituent in natural
OH OH
product chemistry, a sulfamate group. Nucleocidin is a potent
nucleocidin
inhibitor of ribosomal peptide synthesis and is highly active against
trypanosomes, the parasite that causes sleeping sickness. The Zechel lab has recently identified
the biosynthetic genes encoding nucleocidin in the producing bacterium Streptomyces calvus.
However, the role of each gene remains undefined. Of particular interest is the gene encoding the
enzyme that catalyzes the stereospecific incorporation of fluorine into nucleocidin. This project
will involve characterizing the function of the individual biosynthetic genes through gene
disruption and in vitro biochemical analysis of the encoded enzymes.
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Project Goals: To determine the biosynthetic pathway for nucleocidin in S. calvus by assigning
functions to enzymes within this pathway.
Experimental Approaches:
 Gene deletion experiments either in S. calvus or the cloned nucleocidin pathway.
 Expression and purification of nucleocidin enzymes for study in vitro.
 Enzyme assay development with purified enzymes.
 Monitoring nucleocidin production in S. calvus or a heterologous system using 19F-NMR
spectroscopy and UPLC-mass spectrometry.
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